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Beitknown that, I, MARTIN F.CHRISTENSEN,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
Akron, in the county of Summit and State of
Ohio, have invented certain new and useful
improvements in Machines for Making Spher
ical Bodies or Balls; and I do declare that the
following is a full, clear, and exact descrip
tion of the invention, which will enable oth
ers skilled in the art to which it appertainst
Enake and use the same.
My invention relates to a machine for mak
ing spherical bodies or balls; and the object
of the invention is to provide a machine which
is adapted to receive piastic materials of dif
ferent kinds and in varying quantities, accord
ing to the size of sphere wanted, and to roll
the same into the form of a perfect, spiere or
ball, all substantially as shown and described,
and particularly pointed out in the claims.
in the accompanying drawings, Figure i is
a pian view of my machine in a complete and
operative condition, and Fig. 2 is a side ele
Vation thereof. Fig. 3 is a longitudinal sec
tional elevation of the machine on line a g,
Fig. 1. Fig. 4 is an elevation of the rocking
support, which carries one of the rolliers or
rolling wheels with the roller or wheel and its
shaft, thereon and showing a cross-section of
the main frame carrying said support, as here
inafter more fully described. Fig. 5, Sheet
1, is a cross-section of the 3djacent portions

of the two rollers, taken or line y y, Fig. 2,
and showing a bai lodged between the roilers
as occurs in actuai practice. Fig. 6, Sheet 2,

is a side elevation of a modification of the ma
chine.

mal drawings in this case are about half the
full size of a machine adapted to produce
balls over an inch in diameter.
A represents the main frame, which may be
provided with any suitable means of support,
such as a table or the like, and on which a se
ries of machines may be placed, if desired.
B is a drive - shaft carrying a pulley b,
through which power is applied and which
may be substituted by gear or other well
known connections, according to convenience,
and C is a driven shaft connected with shaft
B by sprocket-chain E, running over sprocket
wheels b' and 6' on said shafts B and C, re
spectively, and over idler d on standard or
bracket D, erected upon frarie A and stand
ing far enough above the same to give the de
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sired elevation to idler-wheel d, as hereinaf
tier more fully described.

G. and H represent the two forming wheels,
rolis, or rollers, and they are preferabiy re
ferred to herein as "rolls’ or 'rollers,” be
cause they roi; the ball into shape. Roller G

75

is mounted on shaft, 3 and roller H on shaft

C and both have uniformly-grooved periph
eries g- and it, respectively. These grooves
are segmental in gross-section in their form
ing portion and flared outwardly at each side
outside of the said forming portion, and the
two roilers are set, in the same verticai plane
with their peripheries directly opposite each
other and in such relation as to just avoid
contact at their nearest point or about as seen
in Fig. 2.
Rolier ii is purposely larger or of greater
diameter than roiler G, and for this reason is
tae master rolli or roiier of the pair, doininati

The machine thus shown is adapted to pro ing rollier G by means of its greater periph
duce perfect spheres without other or further erai speed and at last controlling the discharge
finishing or dressing that the machine itself of the baii or sphere O, as will be seen.
gives to the articie in the place where and at Shaft B, carrying roiler G, is supported in
the time the sphere or bali is rollied, and while fixed bearings on frame. Á, while siaft C,
the inachine can be successfully employed fo carrying 'olieri, is mounted in or upon the
convert, many different kinds of materia is into rocking support L, which itself is carried,
bai is or ball shape it is especially well adapt preferably, on needie-poini, pivots l l Fig. 4,

ed $g the production of glass bai is or spheres, or their equivalients, engaged through flaages
and for the purposes of this description it a in or upon main frane A. This or any like
anay be assumed that the machine is used es or equivalent pivot, for said, rocking support
pecially for the Canufacture of glass balls of L may be used, and shaf, C is exclusively car
different sizes, from small marbles to balls of ried by said rocking support, and has no di
an inch or more in diarieter, the Ratter of rect connection with frene A. The said
size not, being material. It inay be further frame A is shown as having a substantially
observed in this connection that the machine B-shaped depression or drop at of aibout the

is comparatively smail in size, since the origi- same height as support L, while the top of
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the support, comes of a.a piane somewhat above nation results here, as clearly seen in pain,
the top of fraine A an
(, on a level with Fig. 1. Now observing these conditions and
shaft, C, this bringing shafts is and C on the differences i haye discovered that a perfect,
sphere can be rollied and finished at the place,
same level.
ment of parks affo'ds 'oon for the necessaxy and only at the place, where the two segmen
to-and-fro play or rocking noveaeni, of Shafi tai grooves mee, in perfectly circular outline,

which is the location of bali C and whica
: d
t f t h 3. S h 3,
: ,,
S,
for us tie acid of the nachine, as Yiii be
or alasionatic Scooiaan
its cler to the work is pigi, ided for by Enea (8 showg flirther aiong. So, assuining that a
unp of portion of prepared mat.
Said Sugoi
of a s
S
other side. been dropped or fed into the mac
a bai're 4, in which take its place betweei: tie rollers relaiiyei
'i, follower 6, and 3 sciety at about the place or just above whereg i3 is
{C and rose H, as yi
-

sited 8 on the
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It is observed that he grooves in said
ai. Li hot, Senaissaherica
forming goition, 30 that if a. perfect.
sphere be dra sped into said grooves it, wi
resting-place wiere the space
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endangering its siape.
is , with two
segrete surfa
traveling re
weisely, as in this instance, and with space
interve fig tie Ségiments where no work can
be done, the Yateriai is iot rolled over and
over in one direction aniy, as would sean
poilabie, bri & the very fect that, it is uneven
of surface or he perfectly rot ind to begin
with ceases it to engage of adhere shore at
one place than at a lether and to turn or to
be turned in different, directions and ways
2ntii it is
7 exposed aii around to the
gf the rollers, and such turn
ing goes (32 inevitably and by reason of its
inequalities liki as last and speediiyali in
equalities disappeat' and a perfect sphere is
produced. At his time aiso, and especially
in the Enufacture of giass balis, is the bai
found to be hard enougi to be discinarged,
operažica have

spie's; but this also eayaS 4.. e edges of the
two grooves apart froir ifC G ther a distance and the greater peripherai speed of rollier H.
groove is less at the place of work comes into service now
2. perfect circie in and tie said rollier itself takes charge of the
S. 3. distance detera baii and rollis it down and out of the machine.
size of cross-section
mited by the distance of the ball above the This action is accommodated or provided for
central or median line of the rois, Hence in the rocking spring-pressed support I, and
also when the said grooves come approxi the said support and its shaft C and roiler fi
mately together at the dead-centee ine be have freedom eacugh to let the bail pass down.
e

65 tween shafts B and Car oblong or oval for-1 and out without injury as it crosses the dia
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metrical center line between the shafts, where tween the rolls are discharged the said roll
the rollers normally are closest together, and will yield, substantially as described.
spring 5 can have the finest adjustment needed 4. The means herein described for making
for all sizes and kinds of work. This give spherical bodies, the same comprising a pair
and-take movement of shaft C of course re of rolls having grooves in their peripheries,
quires more or less freedom in sprocket-chain less than a semicircle in cross-section, and the
E, and hence said chain is caused to run said rolls set in relation to each other to pro
over adjustable idler d or its equivalent, duce a mold for the balls at a point above the
whereby the amount of slack in said chain diametrical centers of said rolls, and the Space
may be regulated as the machine may require. between said grooves open at both sides and
The two rolls or rollers G and H are de flaring laterally, and yielding supports for
signed to run approximately in contact with one of said rolls, whereby when a body is made
each other when the ball or sphere is forming, the rolls automatically separate to discharge
and while this is somewhat modified when the the same, substantially as described.
rolls are adjusted to produce the larger sizes 5. A machine for rolling spheres, compris
of balls the same principle and the same de ing a pair of rolls having grooves opposite
scriptive term holds good in all the normal one another of less than a semicircle in cross
section, the said rolls arranged to standapart
relations of the rolls.
I might construct the machine so that either at their horizontal center line, and one of said
or both rolls could yield when the ball or rolls mounted to yield in respect to the other
sphere passes down between them, but such roll, whereby a sphere can be rolled from
construction is regarded as merely a mechan hardening material above said center line and
ical variation on what is here shown and not discharged downward between said rolls when
materially different therefrom, and therefore finished and in a hardened state, substantially
as described.
included within the terms of the claims.
It is seen that while the section of the mold 6. In a ball-making machine, a pair of
or pocket for making the ball is necessarily grooved rolls and means to turn said rolls in
a segment of a circle in outline the walls opposite directions at their working point, in
thereof are not closed all around at the work combination with a pivoted support for one
ing point, but there are open or unwalled of said rolls, means to adjust said support and
spaces oppositely between the edges of the means to hold said support in working posi
grooves on the two rollers. This occurs be tion relatively to the opposite roll, substan
cause the said grooves are less than a half tially as described.
circle each in cross-section and for the further
7. The main frame of the machine, the two
reason that the molding is done above the grooved rolls mounted thereon, and a support
for one of said rolls pivoted on said main
nearest point of contact between the rolls.
What I claim is
frame and carrying the roll in its top portion,
1. In the manufacture of spherical bodies, and a spring engaging said support to hold
a pair of oppositely-arranged rolls having the roll thereon in working position relative
grooves less than a semicircle in cross-section to the opposite roll. Substantially as described.
in their forming portions, and the said grooves 8. The two grooved rolls and the shafts car
outwardly flared at each side next to their rying the same, a movable support for one of
forming portions and having unbroken cur said shafts adapted to vary the space between
wature from the groove into the flared portion, the rolls, a chain connecting said shafts and
substantially as described.
means to regulate the slack in said chain,
2. In the manufacture of spherical bodies, thereby providing for the give-and-take move
a pair of oppositely-arranged rolls provided ments of said movable support and the shaft
with uniform peripheral grooves less than a thereon, a spring to hold said support yield
semicircle in cross-section, and one of said ingly in working position, the said rolls be
rolls adapted to yield in respect to the other ing Supported out of contact with each other
at all points, substantially as described.
roll, substantially as described.
3. In a machine for making spherical bodies, Witness my hand to the foregoing specifi
a pair of rolls set out of contact with each cation this 6th day of December, 1902.
other at their nearest point and provided with
MARTIN F. CHRISTENSEN.
grooves in their peripheries of less than a
semicircle in cross-section, and means adapt Witnesses:
ed to exert a yielding pressure upon one of
H. T. FISHER,
said rolls, whereby when the bodies made be
R. B. Mos ER.
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